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Abstract—Virtual environments are used today in a variety of 
application areas to produce virtual worlds that are highly 
dynamic, not only as a result of autonomous agent behaviour 
but, also, due to the effects of the application of physics laws. 
Motivated by the inherent complexity in both virtual environment 
systems and physics engines, we present our efforts so far 
towards a methodology for the systematic and uniform 
integration of physics engines with virtual environments by 
discussing the integration of the Vesper3D physics engine with 
the REVE platform for intelligent virtual environments. 

 Virtual environment; physics engine; integration 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The term virtual environment identifies a computer 
system with a purpose to generate virtual worlds, that is, 
simulations of the physical world or other, imaginary worlds, 
inhabited by artificial entities capable of autonomous 
behaviour. The latter are commonly referred to as virtual 
agents or, depending on the focus given on the element of 
intelligence, intelligent virtual agents. Virtual environments 
have numerous applications today, in areas such as 
education, training, entertainment, simulation, etc. [1] 

One of the key characteristics of virtual worlds generated 
by virtual environment systems is that they are dynamic and 
evolve over time. This is not only due to the capacity of 
virtual agents to proactively act upon their surroundings but, 
also, because of the application of laws, such as gravity and 
friction, which not only affect virtual objects directly but also 
provide a more stimulating environment for virtual agent 
intelligence itself to function and lead to more complex 
behavioural patterns. 

The design and development of physics engines – 
typically as reusable software components or libraries 
tailored for use within larger architectures – has been 
extensively researched and, to this day, the field has yielded 
impressive results on numerous levels. However, the very 
process of integration with virtual environment systems is 
largely unexplored and in most cases treated ad hoc, 
regardless of the critical role of physics in virtual worlds. 
This is not unreasonable: Virtual environments and physics 
engines are highly complex software constructs with specific 
operational and interfacing requirements each. However, all 

virtual environments share several common characteristics, 
as do all physics engines (albeit sometimes at a conceptual 
level only). It is our belief that, because of those similarities, 
there is considerable potential for systematization and, 
perhaps, even standardization of the process of integrating 
physics engines with virtual environments. That would lead 
to benefits in both fields, as it would be more straightforward 
for virtual environments to benefit from physics and for 
physics engines to address, as a field, a wider spectrum of 
applications. It would also disentangle the two fields, 
enabling more rapid progress. 

Any systematic and uniform methodology for integration 
of physics engines with virtual environment systems should 
accommodate at least the following requirements: (i) provide 
the physics engine component with a means to access 
necessary information about the virtual world, such as virtual 
object locations, velocities and other properties; (ii) provide 
the physics engine component with a means to modify the 
virtual world according to laws in effect; (iii) require no 
alteration of the virtual environment system's data access and 
security specifications in order to achieve i and ii; and (iv) 
specify a mechanism for the physics engine component to 
operate in real-time and in synchronization with the virtual 
world rendering process. 

In this paper we present our efforts so far in the direction 
of engineering such a methodology through a case study of 
the integration of the Vesper3D physics engine [2] – a novel, 
general-purpose physics engine with a strong focus on 
concurrent support for arbitrary physics laws, efficiency and 
configurability, which was developed at the Knowledge 
Engineering Group of the Information Systems Lab of the 
Department of Informatics, University of Piraeus – with the 
REVE platform for intelligent virtual environments [3, 4]. 
More specifically, Section II provides a brief overview of 
related work while Sections III and IV describe the REVE 
platform and the Vesper3D engine, respectively. Section V 
describes the integration process. Our results and future work 
directions are discussed in Section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 

During at least the past two decades, there has been a 
growing interest in physics-enabled virtual reality, for 
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applications that either focus on physics themselves, for 
purposes of education, demonstration, etc., or rely on physics 
to achieve increased realism in other domains. For example, 
Terzopoulos et al. created virtual fish whose bodies model a 
skeletal structure, muscles and fins and move according to 
actual biomechanics and hydrodynamics [5]. More recently, 
Scheucher et al. use virtual environments for collaborative 
physics education over the Internet [6], while Aleotti et al. 
utilize physics-based simulation in virtual environments to 
support assembly task learning and disassembly planning 
[7]. The use of qualitative physics as a means to achieve 
objects with behaviour as well as physical phenomena, such 
as fluid and heat transfer, has been investigated as well, with 
a specific focus on virtual environments inhabited by 
autonomous agents [8, 9] and the impact of physics on 
virtual agent perception, reasoning and behaviour [10]. 

Game engines, either as commercial or free software 
products, have been extensively used as well, not only by the 
game industry but in research efforts as well. For example, 
the Unreal Engine, developed by Epic Games, Inc., has been 
used to host intelligent virtual agents based on the Pogamut 
middleware [11]. Applications in collaborative virtual 
environments – whose popularity is constantly increasing 
over the past few years – have also been presented (for 
example, see [12]). 

Despite the apparent interest in the beneficial impact of 
physics in virtual environments, especially in association 
with intelligent behaviour, it is not always clear why a 
particular physics-enabling infrastructure was chosen, how 
integration was achieved, what, if any, was the architectural 
and operational impact imposed by the infrastructure and 
integration approach of choice and to what extent they 
affected the applicability and extendibility of what is 
presented in each case. It appears that only a limited range of 
works presented provide at least some details on such issues 
(for example, see [13], [14] and [15]). It is also of note that a 
number of virtual environment platforms available for 
custom application development, such as the Open Simulator 
[16] – a free software platform based on Second Life [17] – 
offer a choice of different physics engine in an effort to suit 
different needs and resource availability. 

III. THE REVE PLATFORM 

The REVE platform is a collection of methodologies and 
tools for the development of intelligent virtual environment 
systems and applications upon a specific theoretical basis 
that aims to enforce a systematized design process, to 
minimize the dependencies among different system 
components and developing parties, and to enable 
manageability and extendibility. A high-level view of the 
general architecture of intelligent virtual environment 
systems based on the REVE platform is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1.  Intelligent virtual environments based on the REVE platform. 

Central to the design depicted in Figure 1 is a component 
titled virtual world store. The virtual world store's purpose is 
to store, and enable access to, virtual world data. The 
initialization component is responsible for initializing the 
system given appropriate source data. The rendering 
component sequentially generates instances of the virtual 
world over time; it also supports the operation of application-
specific components on a per-instance basis. A number of 
virtual agent behaviour components interact with the virtual 
world through virtual bodies, thus introducing the element of 
autonomous behaviour. The interface component enables 
presentation of the virtual world to users on various levels 
(visually, aurally, etc.), while it also facilitates user control of 
the system by means of a variety of input devices. 

The REVE platform relies upon the key assumption that 
virtual worlds are merely collections of virtual objects, 
which are, in turn, modeled as items [18]. An item is a 
complete model of a specific virtual object and consists of a 
number of item aspects, each modeling a specific aspect of 
the virtual object serving different processing purposes and 
addressed at different components of an intelligent virtual 
environment system. 

  

Figure 2.  Sample virtual worlds with the REVE platform. 

All items contain three standard item aspects by default: 
the physical aspect, which models the virtual object's 
geometry, materials, structure and other details of the virtual 
object's physical body in very fine detail, aiming to support 
rendering and presentation; the semantic aspect, which 
makes symbolic data describing the virtual object at a 
arbitrary level of abstraction available for perception by 
parties with adequate perceptual means, such as virtual 
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agents; the access aspect, which enables parties with 
appropriate means of action, such as virtual agents, to act 
upon the virtual object with an aim to modify its state and, 
consequently, the overall state of the virtual world. Figure 2 
displays various virtual worlds modeled as collections of 
items in REVE platform-based virtual environment systems. 

The key component of the REVE platform is the REVE 
Worlds system, whose user interface is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3.  The REVE Worlds system. 

The REVE Worlds system is a Java-based application 
that manages virtual worlds, renders them in real-time, 
presents them to users and enables external applications 
generating intelligent virtual agent behaviour to connect on 
the fly over TCP/IP, effectively providing for distributed 
deployments. In other words, it implements all components 
of a typical intelligent virtual environment system based on 
the architecture shown in Figure 1 except the virtual agent 
behaviour ones, providing for the incorporation of which as 
custom, application-oriented components. 

IV. THE VESPER3D PHYSICS ENGINE 

A. Key features 

The Vesper3D (VErtical Structure Physics LayER 3D) 
engine is a real-time, numerical-integration-based physics 
calculation framework that is specifically designed to meet 
the following requirements: 

• Can be used by any software (the “client”) that can 
provide per-frame behavior, can interface with 
platform-native code and can provide physical 
properties structured in platform-native arrays 
(float[], int[], etc.) with a few considerations. 

• Orchestrates an arbitrary number of physics laws and 
applies them on these properties by reading and 
modifying them. Laws must be implemented and 
compiled independently of the main engine. 

• Physical properties are arbitrary, and recognized as 
needed only by both the client and the physics laws 
by name (a simple character string).  

• Allows the use of different technologies in the 
implementation of the physics laws (e.g. simple 
algorithms, vectorized processor instructions, SIMD 
(Single Instruction Multiple Data) algorithms). 

• Minimal overhead on the client, and excellent ability 
to support high-performance physics laws 
implementations. 

Vesper3D meets these requirements by adopting a design 
whose key points are described below: 

1) Vertical Structure. Physical properties are assumed to 
be provided by the client – or  an interface between the 
client and Vesper3D – in the form of arrays (contiguous 
blocks of memory that contain basic data types). For each 
physical property  the data type is known in advance. 
“Objects” are defined by corresponding the same position in 
each array to the same physical entity. Figure 4 displays an 
example where the second object has a mass of 3kg, is 
positioned at (5, 5, -3) and has a velocity of (0, 0, 3.84). 
This replaces a classic “horizontal” structuring where each 
object belongs to a predefined class and has properties that 
correspond to physical characteristics. 

 

Figure 4.  An example of objects and properties in Vesper3D. 

In the above structure, another layer of indirection may 
exist in the form of arrays containing indexes to the other 
physical properties, in order to optimize memory use. 

2) Data-type prototyping. A “prototype” – a contract 
between the client and the physics laws – exists for each use 
of Vesper3D. The datatypes of each kind of physical 
property type are defined (e.g., scalars are float, 3D vectors 
are float[3], force fields are function pointers with signature 
of float[] Function_Name(float[])). Scientific units are also 
defined there (usually S.I.) 

3) Implementation encryption and runtime availability. 
Physics Laws are compiled in separate dynamic link 
libraries and are runtime-linked in the main engine. Physics 
laws are loaded by a client call to the engine, by filename. 
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The implementation of the physics law is thus completely 
hidden to both the client and the main engine of Vesper3D. 
Any technology that can interact with arrays of primitives 
may be used, as long as the result at the end of each per 
frame call is the same arrays with updated values by 
applying the physics law. Thus, physics laws can be written 
either independently of each other – in order to maximize 
reusability – or be bundled in “suites” in order to take 
advantage of specific optimizations (an example of this is 
given with the fully optimized OpenCL suite of laws for N-
Body gravity simulation), or mixed and matched from both 
paradigms. 

B. Architecture 

Vesper3D has the following key components, as 
illustrated in the simplified class diagram shown in Figure 5 
(major public operations only, private operations and fields 
omitted).  

 

Figure 5.  Vesper3D engine architecture. 

An instance of the PhysicsEngine class is the mediator 
between the client and the Physics Laws. All external calls 
pass through the PhysicsEngine or its (public) 
PhysicalPropertyProvider member. The client calls 
Advance(dt) on each frame to advance the simulation. The 
call is delegated to the Physics Laws that were loaded with 
LoadPhysicsLaw. The PhysicalPropertyProvider object is 
used by the client to add physical property descriptions 
(pointers to the arrays plus their names), and by the physics 
laws to retrieve these pointers. 

Physics laws are compiled as self-contained DLLs, and 
are loaded and instantiated by the PhysicsEngine with the 
call to LoadPhysicsLaw. A reference to each law object is 
maintained by the PhysicsEngine. 

C. Usage 

In order to use Vesper3D as a physics component in any 
software implementation, the following must be performed: 

• Consume the interface of Vesper3D. In case of 
natively compiled applications (C++ etc.) this step is 
trivial (include the appropriate header files etc.). In 
case of Virtual Machine based applications, specific 
bindings must be obtained or written. 

• If needed, create a layer between client and engine 
that transforms the client’s object properties to the 
data structures explained above (arrays of native 
primitives with the predetermined format). 
According to the requirements, this can be done per 
frame or at other suitable times. 

• If desired, write a custom PhysicalPropertyProvider 
to store these properties and provide it to the 
PhysicsEngine. Else, the default one can be used. 

• For each property, call the AddPhysicalProperty 
operation of PhysicsEngine.PhysicalPropertyProvider 
passing a pointer to the property’s array, the name of 
the property, the number of objects it refers to, and 
optionally a pointer to the array of the indexes to this 
property. 

• For each Physics Law DLL, call LoadPhysicsLaw 
with the name of the DLL. 

• For each frame, (if needed) write any physical 
properties modified by the client on the arrays.  

• For each frame, call Advance, passing the number of 
elapsed seconds (or other time unit as defined in the 
Prototype) as a parameter. 

• For each frame, read back any needed physical 
property values from the arrays to the client objects. 

D. Examples 

Three examples follow to better illustrate the engine's 
capabilities, usage and performance. In all examples, a 
simple custom C++/OpenGL-based graphics engine is used 
to visualize physical objects and object connections. All 
required physical properties and physics laws are read from 
text files of a custom format. Object connections are 
rendered as lines while surfaces are rendered as triangles. 
The “position” physical property is used to define point 
masses rendered as individual points. 

1) Example 1: Spring-connected bodies (spiderweb). 
This example uses simple (Newtonian) kinematics (updating 
velocity and position according to previous values, forces 
and mass) and spring forces with viscous damping (updating 
forces according to position, velocity and spring 
characteristics) to simulate a spiderweb-like system (Figure 
6). Point masses have “mass”, “position”, “velocity”, 
“acceleration” and “externalForce”. Springs are entities that 
connect point masses, so they have are defined by 
“endpoints” (which masses they connect), “length”, 
“hookeConstant” and (viscous) “dampingConstant”. Point 
masses start at arbitrary locations in order to give a natural-
looking initial movement to the system. 
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Figure 6.  Spiderweb example (two instances). 

2) Example 2: Structured body. Apart from the previous 
physics laws, this example also defines another type of basic 
body, the surface. A surface connects 3 point masses and 
has “hardness”, “surfaceDamping” and 
“frictionCoefficient”. Also, a simple mesh-to-mesh collision 
detector and responder was implemented for surface to 
surface interactions. A platonic icosahedron (Figure 7) was 
defined by connecting 12 point masses with 30 identical 
springs and 20 identical surfaces, plus another surface (the 
ground) connecting 3 immovable (zero-mass) point masses. 
Several parameters were changed (ground hardness, spring 
hardness, friction etc.) to make the icosahedrons perform as 
solid or goo, rolling or sliding down a slope etc. 

     

Figure 7.  Structured body example (two instances). 

3) Example 3: N-Body simulation using OpenCL. In this 
example, the ability to use Vesper3D with advanced, high 
performance technologies is demonstrated by using another 
set of physics laws that were written using the OpenCL API 
to perform algorithm parallelization on a GPU (Graphics 
Processing Unit). The algorithm is written to take advantage 
of numerous processing units, up to the number of point 
masses present. An additional physics law is written in order 
to initialize the OpenCL context, write to and from graphics 
card memory each frame and in general perform the more 
“technical” duties of OpenCL. The physics laws written 
included the OpenCLSetupLaw, data-parallel N-Body 
Gravity (law that calculates forces resulting from the 
interaction of an arbitrary number of masses) and data-
parallel Newtonian Kinematics. 1536 “suns” (point masses) 
are then programmatically generated for the simulation 
(Figure 8). Also, the previously written Newtonian Physics 
simulation and a simple (non-OpenCL) N-Body algorithm is 
also written. The simulation is run and performance is 
assessed in FPS (Frames Per Second). The result was 32 fps 

for the simple algorithm, and the maximum attainable by 
highly optimizing the OpenCL implementation (by negating 
physical property copying to and from the graphics card of 
all properties but positions) 168fps were possible. As a 
proof of concept, the N-Body OpenCL law was used to 
calculate the forces while the previously used non-parallel 
Newtonian kinematics laws was used in the same execution 
to move the bodies, without any fault and with a still quite 
better performance around 150FPS. 

     

Figure 8.  N-body simulation example (1536 bodies, two instances). 

V. INTEGRATING REVE WITH VESPER3D 

Following a similar rationale as with the semantic and 
access aspects, which enable virtual agents to perceive and 
act upon virtual agents, we have introduced an additional 
item aspect, namely the physics aspect, whose aim is to 
enable interaction of physics engines with virtual worlds in 
the context of the REVE platform in a systematic and 
uniform fashion. As such, the physics aspect may contain 
properties such as the following: 

• mass: The virtual object's mass. 
• charge: The virtual object's charge. 
• springConstant: Hooke's spring constant k. 
• end1: Name of item on end 1 of a spring. 
• end2: Name of item on end 2 of a spring. 
• velocity: The virtual object's velocity vector. 
The above properties have been employed in our case 

study because they are fundamental to most physical bodies 
and play a key role in many, if not most, physical 
interactions. In addition to them, the physics aspect can 
contain arbitrary, designer-defined properties, just as the 
semantic aspect contains designer-defined symbols in 
addition to standard ones. If the physics aspect is empty, the 
virtual object is implied to be non-physical, that is, not to be 
affected by the physics infrastructure in any way. 

The physics aspect is not to be confused with the 
physical aspect: the former aims at providing detailed 
information about the virtual object's physical body, while 
the latter provides information on a higher level of 
abstraction and for a different purpose. An example is mass, 
a physics aspect property that can be derived by the exact 
form of the virtual object's body in the same fashion as the 
dimensions semantic aspect property. Another example is the 
end1 and end2 physics aspect properties, which are not 
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derived but rather manually-defined per virtual object and 
are only of use to the physics infrastructure. 

 

Figure 9.  Physics-enabled intelligent virtual environments. 

Figure 9 shows an extended version of the intelligent 
virtual environment system architecture of Figure 1 which 
includes a physics engine component interacting with the 
physical and physics aspects of items in the virtual world. 

Regarding the methodological requirements laid-out in 
Section I, those have been addressed as follows: The 
Vesper3D engine component has real-time access to 
information about, and can modify as dictated by physics 
laws calculations, the location, orientation and bounding-box 
dimensions of each virtual object subject to physics laws 
through the corresponding item's physical aspect. 
Information about whether each item models a virtual object 
subject to physics laws as well as all other physics-related 
information is available to the Vesper3D engine component 
through the item's physics aspect. All data exchange between 
the Vesper3D engine implementation and items (in other 
words, the virtual world) is channeled through the REVE/PE 
adapter component whose role is to enable such data 
exchange in an efficient, implementation-dependent way, 
thus permitting a REVE-based virtual environment system – 
REVE Worlds, in this case – to benefit from the Vesper3D 
engine without raising unreasonable inter-operational 
demands from it. To conclude, using the REVE Worlds 
system's existing frame event notification and response 
infrastructure – an innate capability of the rendering 
component – the Vesper3D engine (more specifically, its 
PhysicsEngine::Advance operation) is invoked on a per-
frame basis; active physics laws are, thus, applied in real-
time and in synchronization with the virtual world rendering 
process, as required. 

Regarding the actual implementation, the REVE/PE 
adapter component uses Java Native Interface (JNI) bindings 
provided as part of the Vesper3D engine's distribution to 
interact with its native implementation. A variety of physical 
laws, namely Newton's laws of motion and gravitation 

(adapted) as well as Hooke's law of elasticity, have been 
implemented as individual dynamic-link libraries and are 
loaded and unloaded at run-time. 

 

→

5 sec 

 

Figure 10.  Physical item interaction example in REVE worlds. 

As an example of a simple, experimental physics-enabled 
scenario in the REVE Worlds system, Figure 10 displays the 
initial state of a system of two items and the system's 
resulting state after a period of about 5 seconds in a virtual 
world with two active laws: Newton's law of motion and 
Hooke's law of elasticity. The two items are initially 
positioned at (-10, 5, 0) and (10, 5, 0) and their velocities are 
(0, 3, 0) and (0, 0, 0), respectively. In addition, they are 
connected with a spring of k = 100. Eventually, the blue item 
enters an orbit around the red item which moves linearly, 
parallel to the virtual world's Z axis. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we present our efforts so far in the direction 
of engineering a methodology for the integration of physics 
engines with virtual environment systems through a case 
study involving the Vesper3D physics engine and the REVE 
platform for intelligent virtual environments. Thanks to the 
REVE platform's focus on standardized and implementation-
independent interaction between different components in an 
intelligent virtual environment system, we were able to both 
seamlessly integrate two individual pieces of software 
designed and developed independently and based on 
different architectures with no specific considerations for 
interoperability with each other, as well as achieve a 
satisfactory degree of run-time configurability. Furthermore, 
all information exchange between items modeling virtual 
objects subject to physics laws and the Vesper3D engine 
component is carried-out via public interfaces on both sides, 
thus negating the need for implementation-dependent access 
to component internals and making integration-oriented 
modifications to the existing infrastructure completely 
unnecessary. In conclusion, the design and development of 
neither the REVE platform nor the Vesper3D engine was in 
any way affected by the other's and the actual integration 
required minimal cooperation, information-exchange, time 
and effort. 

We are already in the process of conducting further tests 
in virtual worlds that have been previously created, on 
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various occasions, with the REVE Worlds system, in order to 
evaluate the effect of Vesper3D-powered physics on the 
evolution over time and perceived believability of scenarios 
that were not initially physics-enabled. Furthermore, we are 
evaluating additional physics engines and their potential to 
be incorporated in virtual environment systems based on the 
REVE platform in compliance with the methodological 
requirements set-out in Section I. To that end, we plan to 
further explore the process of implementing custom adapters, 
such as the REVE/PE adapter discussed in Section V, 
evaluate their impact in terms of data-exchange overhead and 
overall efficiency and investigate whether that impact is 
acceptable given the typical operational requirements of 
today's physics engines versus the actual gain from 
interoperability and the ability to employ a systematic and 
uniform integration methodology. In addition, we plan to 
significantly refine the physics aspect concept, the process of 
defining and the mechanisms enabling its interaction with 
other components. For that purpose, we are considering the 
possibility of adopting ontological approaches as well as 
introducing different levels of physical abstraction. 
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